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Executive Summary
A server-side request forgery (SSRF) vulnerability in versions of VMWare authentication software could allow 
an attacker to obtain administrative JSON Web Tokens (JWT), researchers warn.
The SSRF bug was found in VMware Workspace ONE Access (previously known as Identity Manager), which 
provides multi-factor authentication, conditional access and single sign-on to SaaS, web, and native mobile 
apps.

Details
The vulnerability (tracked as CVE-2021-22056), which was assigned a ‘moderate’ severity score of 5.5, could 
enable a malicious actor with network access to make HTTP requests to arbitrary origins and read the full 
response.
“Furthermore, an authorization header gets leaked and hence it is possible for an attacker to weaponize this 
vulnerability to steal the authorization header of an admin upon viewing an image or making a single click.”
Researchers Shubham Shah and Keiran Sampson, who discovered the bug, said that this could lead to the 
leaking of JWTs – potentially allowing a malicious actor full access to a vulnerable system.
JWTs are URL safe strings that are used to identify a user. They contain JSON-encoded data, making them 
convenient for embedding information.
They are typically used as session identifiers for web applications, mobile applications, and API services. They 
also contain user data directly, unlike traditional session identifiers which simply point to user data on the 
server-side.
If a user’s JWTs are stolen or compromised, an attacker can potentially gain full access to the user’s account.
Researchers pointed out that the leaking of the JWT “increases the severity of the issue as this vulnerability can 
be used in spear phishing attacks against organizations that use VMWare Workspace One Access”.
Shah and Sampson, who discovered the bug, also found a second issue, an authentication bypass vulnerability 
in VMware Workspace ONE Access (CVE-2021-22057).
The vulnerability, impacting VMware Verify two factor authentication, was rated as a moderate severity bug 
with a score of 6.6.
The security issue means a malicious actor who has successfully provided the first-factor in an authentication 
process (such as a password), may be able to obtain second-factor authentication provided by VMware Verify.

Severity
MODERATE

Affected Devices
•  VMware Workspace ONE Access (Access)
•  VMware Identity Manager (vIDM)
•  VMware vRealize Automation (vRA)
•  VMware Cloud Foundation
•  vRealize Suite Lifecycle Manager



Suggested Action
•  VMWare has patched both security issues in its latest version of the enterprise software.
•  Patches are available to address this vulnerability in affected VMware products.
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•  https://portswigger.net/daily-swig/ssrf-vulnerability-in-vmware-authentication-software-could-allow-

access-to-user-data
• https://www.vmware.com/security/advisories/VMSA-2021-0030.html
• https://blog.assetnote.io/2022/01/17/workspace-one-access-ssrf/
• https://developer.okta.com/blog/2018/06/20/what-happens-if-your-jwt-is-stolen
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Disclaimer
The security advisory, and information contained herein, are provided on an “as is” basis and do not imply 
any kind of guarantee or warranty, including the warranties of merchantability or fitness for a particular use. 
Your use of the advisory, and information contained herein. Or materials linked from the advisory, is at your 
own risk. Information in this advisory and any related communications is based on our knowledge at the 
time of publication and is subject to change without notice. Itorizin-labs reserve the right to change or update 
advisories at any time.


